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Summary
Under a contract of the KFA-JOlich Company, project management
for onergy research, a project group under the leadership of M.A.N.-
Now Technology prepared the report "Documents for Constructing a Large
Wind Energy Plant Growian" from the middle of 1977 until the fall of
1978. The plantwas designed as a typical individual member of a
larger number 
of 
devices for providing an electrical nominal output of
3 MW to be fed directly into the main power supply in an interconnected
system. A location at the northern German coast was to be employod
for the Plan of dimensions.
When the data for Growian are compared
- Output	 3 MW
- Rotor diameter
	 100 111
-- Height of tower
	 100 111
with Previously constructed plants, the tremendous increase in plant
size is apparent. The output in real operations did not exceed 1.00 kW,
with the exception of the Smith Putnam plant. Rotor diameters were
between 10 and 52 m, the towers were a maximum of 33 m in height. In
Pigure 1, a comparison is presented between the size of windmills and
generally known buildings. Prom this, the dimension of the object of
this project can be clearly soon. Growian almost~ the height
of the cathedral steeple in Cologne with the propeller tip, the axis
of the rotor is on a level with the steeples of the cathedral in Munich.
The smaller windmills in the drawing represent the American projects,
the completed MOD-OA with 200 kW and MOD-2 with 2.5 MW, comparable to
Growian and at similar completion times.
The task presented was successfully completed upon delivery of the
documents ready for construction by M.A.N. and its subcontractors. The
present concept exhibits numerous characteristics, which will have
considerable significance in the area of large-scale technical utiliza-
tion of wind energy. This especially applies for the interconnected
system operation with commercial power supply.
The comparative consideration of other wind turbine projects, for
example in the USA I
 demonstrates the correctness of the path taken by
M.A.N. The American project MOD-2 with a wind energy converter of
2.5 MW has a centrally reinforced tubular steel tower, similar to
Growian, a cradle hub and rotor blades constructed of steel. The con-
stant development and the step-by-step construction of the American
wind energy plants in increasing output stages therefore led to the
present concept of very similar design features.
The deviating characteristics, such as windward rotors, no angle
of flare of the blades, division of the rotor blade length into a
fixed inner and an adjustable outer portion, permit interesting com-
parisons of the concepts and the completed plants. 	 17
The projected wind energy plant Growian has the following main
characteristics:
The double blade rotor with cradle hub runs leeward
of the tower, it is simply operated in an over critical
manner.
The machinery housing can be regulated in the azimuth
position to the wind and accommodates transmission and
generator as well as auxiliary equipment.
The rotor blades have a contin'Jous steel shaft, the
aerodynamic profile is produced with glass fiber rein-
forced synthetic parts placed around the shaft.
Load limitation is carried out by adjustment of rotor
blades.
Variations in rotor speed dependent Yonweather are
compensated by the generator by means of regulating
the frequency in the rotor circuit up to deviations
of ±15%, permitting direct feeding of power supply.
The ease of maintenance and inspection is attributed
to a great extent to the swivel blades at the tower
(blade inspection), machinery housing on the tower which
can be raised and lowered (total inspection, modification)
as well as to an assembly crane in the machinery housing.
A location at the northern German coast with the prevailing wind
conditions was employed as a basis for the Growian design. Calculations
showed that the aerodynamic performance depends only to a limited
extent on the selec l ion of profile and blade geometry, but that the
prevailing wind conditions greatly influence the energy supplied annually.
At the present time the rotor blades represent the technological
core problem of a wind power plant. Additionally, testing and furth6r
optimization of the hub with the regulation of performance and emergency
shutdown is necessary for economical operations on a long-term basis.
The uncertainties in this area, above all with respect to the dynamic
load and fatigue problems, are considerable, because the projected rotor
size signifies a very large step forwards. 	 In the present stage of
development of wind energy utilization, the demands for strength and
reliability of emergency systems were therefore given absolute priority
for reasons of safety. This applies both to the construction of the
rotor blades and to the function of the hub.
The previously mentioned aspects led to a divergencQ from the 	 L8
originally plannrd conception of the fiber interconnected structure in
the support structure in the case of the rotor blades, agreed upon with
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the contractor. The loads occurring produoed wall cross-sections,
which cannot be constructed in glass fiber synthetics or in chemical
fiber synthetics in controllable technology within the near future,
since the dimensions achieve a multiple of composite structural parts,
applied and tested up to now. Especially in the area of force conduct-
ing sections at separation points of the rotor blade, large amounts of
material are necessary, requiring an elaborate construction of detail
elements, a finished quality not yet achieved in those dimensions,
improved resin systems, and constant fiber characteristics.
Without a doubt, the most advantageous possibilities of fiber
characteristics were proven successfully in principle within the frame-
work of the project ET 4232 A in structural part tests. The calculated
values of fracture load in the static and dynamic test were virtually
achieved. In a progre.3sive program of technology, the application offiber reinforced synthetics for structures subjected to high loads in
largo rotor blades should be forced.
Aspects of reliable achieveability provided the decisive factor
in favor of a rotor blade with continuous steel shaft,provided with
aerodynamic profile by glass fiber shape pieces. Such a rotor blade is
intended for the initial plant and has been nearly completed in the
meantime.
More-wolf founded knowledge was available for the design of the
Growian tower. Numerous radio and television tQwers as well as water
towers have previously been constructed. The moveable rotor at the top
of the tower does present dynamic problems, but these can be regulated
by planning adjustment dimensions in the tower and in the machinery
housing. From a selection of free-standing, framework-support and stayed
constructions of various heights, the optimizing process produced a
cylindrical, 100 m high tower with a simple method of staying. Due to
the positioning of the inherent frequency in relation to rotor rotation,
this is designated as simply over critical, since the first tower bending
inherent frequency is passed through when the rotor is run up to nominal
speed. Special attention will have to be paid to exact investigation of
ground conditions in the final choice of location, as this not only
detetmines the stationary strength, but also the dynamic characteristics
of the plant.
The machinery housing of Growian is directed toward the prevailing
wind in the suspension at the top of the tower, so that the wind always
Glows by the rotor surface in the middle orthogonally. The structure
of the machinery housing is a welded shell and it carried the rotor on
the leeward side and an approx. 20 m long spur windwards. This serves
for accommodating the mounting ballast when raising the machinery
housing. The transmisIzi on and generator as well as auxiliary equipment
are mounted in the machinery housing. An air-conditioned room accom-
modates the central control of the plant, while a storage room beneatil
is provided for the ballast for adjustment of the inherent torsion
frequency.
The rotor hub has a pendulum joint, which is to produce compensation
of the rotor blade forces in the known manner.
4
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The performanc^ capacity of wind is proportional to the third
power of the wind speed, Iii heavy winds, the energy supply of the air
flow exceeds the amount wh.'ch the generator can assume. in order to
avoid overloads, the rotor blades are adjusted in such a manner that
only the energy which can be converted by the generator is taken from
the wind and the short-term capacity excess remains unutilized6 The
adjustment of the rotor blades is carried out in Growlan by t-leotro-
mechqnical drives dependent upon the generator capacity.
As is the nature of wind, long and median-term variations, and
also short-term variations (gusts) occur. It is the task of the blade
adjustment to compensate the variations of long and median duration.
The short-term cbangus must be compensated with a device reacting
rapidly and with no int,;;tia- For this purpose a special generator
type was employed for Growian ► designated as a double-fed asynchronous
machine. This makes a precise maintenance of p(,.,,..7er supply frequency
possible, although speed variations up to i15% are permitted for the
rotors of the generator. The losses for frequency adjustment are on
the average of approx. 1.5% of the total electrical capacity. This
converter system represents an optimal solution for wind power plant
connected to a power supply, compared to the current generators otherwise
applied.
The ease of inspection and maintenance of the prototype plants of
a wind power plant is considered as a substantial aspect. The con-
siderable height and relatively large mass require expensive hoists,
for example when larqe-scale assembly work has to be carried out at the
rotor. Moreover, it is doubtful whether a rotor blade at a height of
100 m can be mounted at all with justifiable work expenditure under
atmospheric conditions. For these and similar reasons, a novel mounting
concept was prepared. In this concept, at the construction of the tower
the machinery housing is built with a free space for the tower shaft
complete with the rotor and subsequently pulled to the top of the tower
with built-in lifting tackle. During the lifting operation the tower
passes through the machinery housing body. When required, the same
equipment can be used for dismantling.
Operation of the plant is carried out automatically following a
programmed schedule. The control system maintains optimal operation and
simultaneously monitors the function of the components and the conditions
for safe technology.
Wind turbines function virtually neutral to the environment. Taking Lio'
kinetic energy from natural air flow signifies no greater interference
in the natural course of weather than growing a 200 m long wind protec-
tion hedge with high trees or constructing a medium multiple-story
building. With the exception of a slight noise due to mechanical drives
and from the air flowing around the rotor blades, there are no emissions.
The design dimensions of the plant take into consideration customary
standards of machine and high-rise construction. Endangering the ground
area can be controlled by appropriate safety zones, even under the
assumption of higher forces.
5
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it can be stated in summary that the propostd task of designing a
3 M11 wind powe4 plant for interconnected operation can be successfully
carried out with the "documents prepared for the construction 
of 
Growian"
Such a plant is technically feasible and can be produced at a price
providing economical energy productions when a larger number cf such
power plants is involved.
Because the areas of the Federal Republic with sufficiently high
wind speeds are spatially lim i ted, however, wind energy will be able
supply only a portion of several percent 
of 
the total energy require-
inont. 
It 
is not in a position to replace normal power plants to a
greater extent. Itcan, however, make a contribution as alternative
energy source which is not to be disregarded, achieving approximately
the capacity of the river-run plants upon completion of the project.
One solution here could be the selection of a location on the
coast; in this manner this would impair neither the tidelands as
bictope nor the maritime industry or persons seeking recreation. From
the viewpoint of wind supply, a substantial improvement would be achieved
here.
2.	 Introduction
	 Li-1
In June, 1977, M.A.N. received the order from the KFA Jdlich
Company, project management for energy research, to Prepare "documents
ready for the construction of a large wind energy plant", named Growian.
The project was awarded within the framework of the energy program
of the federal government by the Federal minister for Research and
Technology.
List of &egux:,Lements
In the list of requirements of the offering for public tender the
demand was made by the project management for energy research:
"The documents ready for construction must be prepared
and detailed in such a manner that companies of machinery
construction, electromachinery construction, construction,
etc. are placed in a position to prepare binding bids with
costs for constructing Growian on the basis of these documents.
Moreover, it must be possible to obtain permits for construc-
tion and operation with these documents."
In addition, in the research and development contract for the project
ET 4088 A one determination was made in the ,form of a requirement: The
definition for documents for the	
f
complete construction provided under
5.1.4 of the bid is supplemented by the following addition:
"Details will be provided especially for the non-conven-
tional parts, such as rotor blades, hub, control system, so
that specialized companies not involved in planning will be
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able to manufacture these plant parts without fur they; develop-
ment work. In this case the limitation applies for the com-
posite rotor blades, that neither specifications with respect
to production steps nor detailed construction drawings of
production equipment are required."
Presentation of the Task
The intended aim of the project was the preparation of documents
ready for construction of a plant k providing the nominal output between
2-3 MW at a wind speed of 12 m/sec or less according to the offering
for public tender.
From the viewpoint of the draft, the output and the profitability,
the plant should be suitable for making an appreciable contribution
to the energy supply of the Federal Republic in combination with a
larger number of plants.
The following requirements resulted for the general design of the
wind energy plant:
Draft as a typical single plant of a combined system.
Direct feeding of the generated electrical energy into the
	
Z12
existing power supply.
Realizable in the foreseeable future with the application of
tested technologies.
Further requirements determined were;
Double blade rotor with cradlo hub.
Composite structure of the rotor blades.
Prolect Organization
The management of the project was assumed by M.A.N.-New Technology.
institutions of large-scale research and the universities, F + E -
departments of the management areas in M.A.N. as well as further com-
panies in the private sector of the economy participated in preparing
the individual task packages. Figure 2 shows the project organization.
In the course of the preparation time, in some few cases it became
necessary to redistribute responsibilities within the outlined organiza-
tion.
Project , Schedule
The time for the project was set at 12 months (July 1, 1977 -
June 30, 1978). The schedule of work is presented in Figure 2. The
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order was finally extended by 3 months up to September 30, 1978.
According to the definition of the concept, the technical prepara-
tion of the partial systems and the combination of these to the total
plant was undertaken. The project work was completed with the delivery
of 2 sets of specifications and drawings to the KM Mich at the
beginning of Jaly and further 15 sets at the beginning of November in
1978.
The present final report represents the conclusion of the contract
work.
Representation of Results
	 /13
The results of the project are expressed in the specifications and
drawings. Ono set of these documents comprises 86 specifications with
a total of approx. 1,400 pages and about 150 drawings.
This final report presonts a compact survey on the project work
and points, the way to the chosen solution.
There are internal final reports and accompanying written documents
on a number of partial areas, listed in the appendix.
3.	 Total ConCoPt	 l4
The large wind energy plant (IRosse Windenergiepplage) GROWIAN serves
for producing electrical energy from natural energy of the air. A two
blade rotor mounted on a tower is set into rotation by the wind and in
turn drives a generator via a transmission. The electrical energy
produced is directly fed into the existing power supply.
in the design, a location of the plant on the northern German coast
was taken as a basis.
Above all the concept of the quantities for the wind energy plant
GROWIAN takes into consideration the decisive factors for profitable
utilization. The most important design criteria are:
-	 High efficiency (ratio of energy yield to the construction costs)
-	 High availability of the capacity
-	 Possibility for flexible operation
-	 Long life span (20 years)
-	 East of maintenance
Protection against destruction in extreme situations
Optically pleasant design
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The size of the plant was not at first fixed, but a wind energy
plant in the MW capacity range wan required with a clearly defined list
of requirements in the offering for	 tender of the project manage-
ment energy research on capacity, concci,L t components, generator and
transmission. The plant was to operatf.', 4 oo tho 1_")as!,3 of cost minimiza-
tion. In the preparation of documents tor the complete construction,
the following conditions wore to be given special attention and docu-
mented:
1. The value in the interval between 2 and 3 MW was chosen as nominal
output, with which the least specific plant costs arise. Components
available on the market were to be 1 4ovjdedr as well as the
possibility for mass production. After the first presentation in
November of 1977, a 100 m high tower and 3 MW plant output were
defined.
2. Tile plant was to be designed for automatic operation with a
minimum of maintenance and long life npan. Tile structural equip-
meat wan to have a long life and remain maintenance-free for the
longest pQsnible time, also takino into consideration the loca-
tions near the coast.	 zl^
3. The duration of utilizing the nominal load and the costs for
generating currv-4,- are to be calculated.
Main Characteristics
The plant exhibits the following main characteristics:
Low area load, utilization of even slight wind speeds (large rotor
blade length)
Two-blado rotor with cradle hub
Arrangement of the rotor on the lee side
-	 Rotor blades with pressure point-resistant laminar sections
-	 Construction method of blade: steel shaft blade with glass fiber
reinforced synthetic material sections
-	 Mechanical emergency switch-off controlled by cen
t
rifugal force
-	 Stable rotor blade arrangement
-	 Capacity regulation through blade adjustment
-	 Controlled setting with the wind direction
Maintenance of the power system frequency in the case of deviations
from the nominal speed up to ±15%
Electrical, programmed regulation and control
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Machinery housing with the rotor to be raised on the tower
(assembly on the ground)
Simple	 for the tower with one times the over critical
operation
Slender cylinSrical tower shaft with constant wall thickness
Blades which can be pivoted for maintenance on the tower
System Data
Rotor output 3.4 MW
-	 13lectrical nominal output 3 MW
-	 Generator speed 1500 min-1 	15%
-	 Average annual energy yield 12 GWh
-	 Specific surface output 380 W/m 2
-	 Nominal wind speed 12 m/see 1
-	 Average wind speed (annual average) ffillsec (ata
height of 10 m)
-	 Starting wind speed 6.1 m/sec 1
-Maximum operating speed 24 m1sec 1	
Maximum capacity coefficient 0.45
-	 fUgh speed number at nominal wind speed 8
-Nominal	 speed 18.5 min	 15%i e`
-	 Rotor diameter 100.4 m
-	 Circular area of rotor 7,900 m2
-	 iieight of hub over the ground 100 m
-	 Mass of machinery housing including the rotor 242 t
-	 Total mass of the reinforced concrete tower 1,170	 t
-	 Total mass of the steel tower 745 t
iMeasured at hub height.
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Size of property for the operation	 J04 m2
Machinery housing including the rotor/
circular area of the rotor 	 31 kc1/m2
--	 Mass of machinery housing including the
rotor/nominal output	 81 k9A
The Wind BneKV Plant in a Combined Network
	 17
Due to the nature of wind energy, the electric utility operating
the plant must deal with an uncertain and varying supply for the wind-
mill. Wind energy plants can therefore only participate in the entire
energy production to the degree that unfavorable effects are kept within
limits.
The generator design provided for GROWTAN, a doubly fed asynchronous
machine, substantially meets the demand, of the electric; utility. In
the ;eler.,tion of location, however, a stabilized 110 kV should be
sufficiently close.
The construction of entire hanks of wind energy converters (WKK)
appears passible. The output of a bank, however, will be so great that
variations may not only extend to the entire interconnected system.
The application of WP3K banks can therefore never be the undertaking of
one electric utility, but rather: it requires the cooperation of the
combined system partners in this case to provide compensation possibilities.
Profitability
In order: to evaluate the profitability of a large wind energy
plant, it is compared with normal, power plants. The determination of
specific construction expenditures for investments for the wind power
plant depends on numerous parameters cif they location: the consumer
and generator structure of the electric utility, the future price
development in the fuel market and experience in the test operation of
GROWIAN . In this case the calculations are based on a partial amount of
con:truc'ion costs in the Farm of costs saved on fuel and a partial
amount dues to output savings in conventional, power plants. Figure 3
shoos diagrams for profitability considerations.
At 4,000 ope>ation hours and a 5% annual increase in fuel costs,
invested construction expenditures of 3,350 DM per kW result on the ->st
basis of 1978 with a life span of 20yearn. When the increase in o- ,s.
price (1978-1979 approx. +85%) which has occurred in the meantime i.,
taken into consideration and an annual price increase of 5% is assumed
for the coming years, the resulting construction expenditures amount. to
5 1 517 DM/kW,
The following goal should be examined as a result of the possibility
calculations for the coming development;
specific construction expenditures of a maximum of approx. 5,500 DM/kW
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life span of appLox. 20 year:
utilization 3 1 500 - 9,000 hours per year
technical availability 90% (corresponding to conventional power
plants)
-	 Q^ecific incidental expenditures (personnel., insurance, maintenance)
,ot higher than in the ease of conventional power plants
When these development goals are achieved, a profitable application Z18
of large wand energy plants appears possible within the foreseeable
future with favorably structured electrical utilities and suitable
locations. A prerequisite is, however, that several hundred plants are
completed in order to reduce the production casts to the necessary
level through rationalization measures.
since the availability of wind energy greatly depends upon weather,
the effect of fuel cost savings domxnates. The effective invested con-
struction expenditures will therefore be distinctly determined by the
expected fuel price. Moreover, the necessity of saving on fossil fuels
must be considered, independent of price situation. Petroleum represents
especially a raw material of only limited supplyr necessary for a range
of products in the chemical industry. This aspect of raw material
savings makes a still higher estimation of the above-mentioned construc-
tion expenditures appear justified.
Construction Costs
The costs for constructing the GROWIAN prototype will exceed the
goal of 5,500 DM/kW (- total costs of 16.5 million). On the one hand,
the prototype must carry the cost for the test phase (e.g. measurement
towers), on the other hand the adjustment to a location and still
necessary system work are included in the calculations.
In constructing a series of plants in the second generation of at
least 100 wind power plants, however, the specific costs will he sub-
stantialiy reduced:
The effect of rationalization in customary steel and machinery
construction can be set at 25%.
Experience with the application of new technology and additional
rationalization measures will probably reduce the cost of the
specific structure parts by approx. 30% or more (e.g. rotor blades).
The less costly cement construction will be utilized for the tower.
A Learning process will also be initiated with the first plants,
probably leading to simplified solutions and to Less costly design
(perhaps the cradle hub, blade adjustment, etc.).
On the whole it can be assumed that the above-mentioned costs per
installed kW are thoroughly achievable.
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In addition to the plant construction costs, the operating casts
of the wind energy plant determine the work pric-e of the wind current.
For large-scale plants, numbers of sufficient rei,^_ehility are not yet
presently available. The determination of such numbers must be put off
until after several years of operation. As far as can be seen now, these
should remain within the frame of customary costs for power plants.
A more precise profitability calculation will treat the subject in
more detail.
4	 Desii n	 19
Three main goals are determining factors in the design of a rotor
for a large wind energy plant:
aerodynamic performance
strength and rigidity
-	 production costs
According to whether the main emphasis is placed more or less on
one or the other goal., differing concepts result. There is no compromise,
representing a universally valid optimum. It must be taken into con-
sideration in this case that the priorities must be seen against the
background of present technical knowledge.
Philosophy of the Draft
Aerodynamic performance:
The aerodynamic performance of a chosen motor design can be calcu-
lated relatively precisely with the known methods. It is demonstrated
4n this case that the sensitivity of energy production in a wind energy
plant is limited with respect to the aerodynamic characteristics of the
rotor. Different aerodynamic profiles or blade geometries have merely
a light effect on the annual energy supplied, insofar as the choice is
somewhat fitting. Instead, these are determined to a greater extent
by other parameters.
Strength and safety:
The strength and rigidity of the rotor blades, i.e. the insurance
that the wind power plant can withstand all stresses represents the
core problem in technology today. The uncertainties in this area, above
all with re.tpect to dynamic stresses and fatigue problems, are still
considerable today in the stage of the projects for large plants. This
is chiefly due to the fact that the rotor size projected in this case
signifies a very large step forwards in comparison to the largest plant
realized up to today.
In the present stage of development, the demands for strength must
be given priority for reasons of safety. This applies both to the
13
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geometry and the construction of the rotor Dlades and to the function of
the hub.
Production costs;
While the problem of sufficient strength is to be seen primarily
under the aspect of development risk in realizing a prototype plant, the
problem of production costs is presented with respect to the profitable
utilization of wind energy. These are determined to a considerable
percentage by the costs for the ro
t
or, especially for the blades. If
the rotor blades were to be manufactured in aeronautic technology, i.e. 	 0L
as the wings of present day large aircraft, profitability of the plant
would scarcely be achievable with the connected costs, unless the produc-
tion numbers arc extremely large.
The rotor blades must therefore have prerequisites for low production
costs, based both on the static and constructive con(. ,ept and on the
material selection.
The rotor design determines the following GROWIAN characteristics:
two blade rotor with lee-side design
The leeward arrangement was preferred essentially for two reasons:
This arrangement is stable with respect to tracking the
wind direction for physical reasons, so that a greater
certainty is achieved in this point.
The plane of rotor rotation can be positioned more closely
to the tower, so that the macninery housing design can be
shortened, leading to a saving in weight.
In comparison, the disadvantages in a capacity loss of approx.
3% and a relatively slight dynamic blade stress due to the tower shadowing
effect appear less important. The diameter of the rotor was defined at
100.4 m, corresponding to the design conditions.
Blade geometry with a relatively large thickness
The application of special laminar profiles permits the realization
of relatively thick rotor blades, accommodating the demands for sufficient
building height with respect to strength and rigidity while maintaining
a low weight without having to accept large capacity losses with the
given profile geometry.
Rotor blades with a high rigiditv and low mass
The selected blade geometry permits a relatively large building
height for the supporting elements of the blade structure. High rigidity
is therefore attained with low mass. The inherent frequency of the rotor
blades therefore is far greater than the tower inherent frequency.
Dynamic interference between rotor and tower is reduced to a minimum.
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Blade structural method with stool shaft and glass reinforced synthetic
covering
This method of construction maintains the development risk and the
productioii costs at the lowest possible level with the pro,,-ont knowledge
in technology, The production of such rotor blades 4*1s therefore not
connected to the availability of equipment in the aeronautic industry.
Cradle hub
Among the applicable hub i.-oncepts, tho cradle hub represents a good
compromise solution. For sma l l wind power plants of 100 kW, this
structural irothod has alreadl ; ,
,
, ,­n proven in operation.
lac rody ^JcqS., posinq^L _	
_
The aerodynamic rotor blade design for GROWIAN is dominated by the
goal of finding a geometry, in whichgood aerodynamic performance of the
rotor moots the demands for strength or rigidity to a great extent.
This is achieved primarily by the relatively large blade thickness.
The blade thickness oxtends from approx. 35% at the root to approx. 15%
at the tit). With the selected special profiles, a maximum capacity
cuefficient of en = 0.45 is achieved for the rotor. Comparative oalcu-
lations have sho%'In that this value is only slightly less than the values
achieved with thinner profiles.
A simple, straight line limited trapezoid with an expansion ratio
of b2 /A = 18.6 and tapering of to/ti = 0.2 was selected. In the deter-
mination of these values, especially of the expansion ratio, extreme
values were consciously disregarded in comparison to similar projects.
Optimizing the twist is carried out among other things Linder the aspect
of a relatively broad extension of the capacity effectivity in the
area of the layout and of a favorable partial load effectivity.
Selection of profile
Prerequisite for the realization of rotor blades with a large thick-
ness and good aerodynamic performance is the availability of s,,,itable
profiles.
Tiro performance of conventional profiles - also laminar profiles of
previous layout - decreases rapidly with increasing relative thickness.
For this reason, profiles are provided for the GROWIAN rotor blades,
developed especially for wind power rotors.
Theso aerodynamic profiles were designed by F. X. Wortmann for large
wind rotors. These were developed with the specific objective of
attaining favorable CA and CW values as well as a positive stalling
behavior with relative thickness of 15-35% (Figure 4).
Moreover, the profiles are distinguished extensively by pressure
point-resistant behavior. With this characteristic, large alterations
in aerodynamic moments are avoided with respect to the required blade
7adjustment angle moments. Controlling the aero-elastic influences,
e.g. fluttering, is also facilitated,
Rotor blade geometry
Taking into consideration the aerodynamic, strength and constructive
requirements the design of rotor blade led to n relatively slim trape-
zoid blade draft with the geometric dimonroions described in the follow-
ing.
nominal blade length
	 50.2 m
blade depth (at the root)	 4.25 m
blade depth (at the tip) 	 1.30 m
tapering	 0.32
blade surface area	 135.8 M
wing extension	 18.6
surface density
	
1.7%
Figure 5 shows the blade with 4 profile cross-sections.
Performance
The performance computation for GROWIAN was carried out with a com-
puter simulation program, calculating the specific characteristic per-
formance data of wind rotors. It applies thu blade element theory with
solution procedures developed by Wilson, taking into consideration losses
at the blade tip,. and hub, determined according to the mathematical
approaches developed by Prandtl or Goldstein.
Rotor performance envelop of characteristic curves
The effectivity of the aerodynamic and mechanical energy conversion
of windmills is described by the performance coefficient cp. The
dependency on the rotor speed and wina speed as well as the blade adjust-
m.ent angle can be represented in the form of the OP - X - performance
envelope of characteristic curves. The high speed number indicates the
ratio of blade tip speed and wind speed in this case.
Figure 6 shows the performance envelope of characteristic curves
for the GROWIAN rotor. The maximum performance coefficient is cp = 0.45.
The relationship of rotor performance to speed
The relationship between rotor performance and rotor speed for
various wind speeds can be seen in Figure 7. It can be seen from this
th,it for increasing wind speeds the individual performance maximum wanders
to higher speeds. An optimal utilization of wind performance could
therefore be carried out with a corresponding adjustment of the rotor
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spee.!. For plants functioning with fixed speed and synchronous genera-
tors, this is not possible. An optimal adjustment is possible in a
limited range around the operating point in GROWIAN, thanks to the speed
variation of the double-fed asynchronous machine.
Wind data	 Z13
For the computation of the energy generated annually by GROWIAN,
the wind conditions at List on Sylt are applied, since data for this
location were accessible to a sufficient extent and are approximately
representative for the GROWIAN location. Figure 8 snows the correlated
wind profile, representing the average annual wind speeds compared to
height. At a hub height of 100 m t
 the 100 m long rotor covers a height
range between 50 and 150 m. In this range between 50 and 150 m, the
average wind velocity increases from 8.5 to 9.9 m/sec, so that the rotor
is subjected to a constant alternating stress over the circumference in
addition to the stochastic gust stresses.
From the meteorological data, the relative frequency of the average
annual wind speeds, shown in Figure 9, can be determined. The values
apply in this case for a 100 m hub height. An annual average of 9.36
m/sec results for this height over the period of one year. The most
frequently occurring wind speed is situated around 7.5 m/sec.
Optimizing rotor speed
The rotor nominal output of 3.6 MW, producing the initial generator
output of 3 MW when taking into consideration the mechanical and elec-
trical conversion effectivity, is generated at differing nominal wind
speeds according to the notor speed. If the output curves for the
individual speeds are now overlapped with the local wind performance
spectrum, the dependency of the annual energy yield on rotor speed can
be represented (Figure 10).
The computations show that the optimal rotor speed with the greatest
energy yield for the location at List/Sylt is situated at 18.5 min-1.
Supplied energy
The annual production of electrical energy can be determined by
combining wind supply and rotor performance characteristic. The numerical
evaluation using a digital computer program (EWEK) produces 11.7 GWh
per year for the wind conditions at List/Sylt used as a basis.
As the performance duration line in Figure 11 demonstrates, GROWIAN
will supply nominal output at 18.5 min
-1
 22% of the year (1 1 957 hours),
operate at partial load 55% (= 4,845 hours) and have no output 23% of the
time (1,958 hours).
For the rotor nominal speed, a minimum operating wind speed of
5.3 m/sec is obtained when including the idling losses, at which the
rotor can still maintain the nominal speed without losing output. The
maximum operating wind speed amounts to 24 m/sec. At wind speeds above
this value, the plant is dropped to zero output.
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In the efforts to obtain the most precise energy yield calculation,
it must be noted that the approaches taken contain a number of hypotheses
founded on fundamentals, but which cannot exclude a certain scattering Z_24
range of the resulting numerical values. An uncertainty factor with
a possible positive or negative effect is to be"seen, for example, in
the conversion of height of the wind speed measured at a height of 10 m
to the rotor surface area extending from 50 - 150 m above the ground.
The height conversion is necessary, because measurements are ordinarily
made by the meteorologists at a h e ight of 10 m. Since the third power
of the wind speed is included in the performance c4lculation, differences
can arise here rapidly.
The calculations based on the wind conditions of the location at
List on Sylt will also not correspond precisely to the GROWIAN location
in Kaiser-Wilhelm-Koog.
Characteristics of the completed wind power plant dependent on
construction and operation (e.g. swinging of the rotor, speed variations,
wind direction tracking, etc.) may also have an effect on the actual
energy yield, al ►., hough not as decisive as the wind conditions.
A more exact performance computation can not be undertaken until
wind data are available from the plant measurements over a longer period
of time at the selected location of the wind energy plant with the aid
of a 100 m high mast. Finally, the system-specific effect of the plant
components on the energy production is to be studied after beginning
operation within the framework of the measurement program.
Load Ass.gmp cn r!^1^ ^
Definition of the load cases
The following load assumptions were employed as the basis for the
design of the rotor and therefore also the resulting load for the entire
plant:
Fatigue strength during entire life
Load case 1: normal operation
100% nominal speed at all wind speeds, greater than the minimum
speed required for achieving the nominal speed.
Fatigue strength for alternation of load numbers N < 1,0 4
Load case 2: positive threshold load
100% nominal output at nominal wind speed. In a gust, the wind
speed is doubled. The expected frequency is situated at 104 load changes.
The rotor is simultaneously hit over the entire surface area. Safety
factor for fatigue.
a)	 Assumptions on calculating the rotor blade stresses:
The blade adjustment angle remains unaltered.
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Tile shape of the gust is retangular with duration of 0.5 sec,
of the maximum value.
b)	 Assumptions 04 Calcul,:ttinq dynamic PrOCOSSes'.
The blade adjustment angle is altered with the quantities
determined through Ooritrol, isuch as alteration speed dependent
on output and delay in response time.
The Maximum speed radient of the forward flank of then
amounts, to 6 m/soc R , at tile rear 1.2 m/ 002.
The shapo of the gust can bo described approximately as a
trapezoid, with a 0.5 see duration of the maximum Speed value.
Load case 3: negative threshold load
100% nominal output at switch-off speed of 24 m/sec; overspeed +15%.
In a dusk, the wind speed drops to 0.6 x 24 m/sec, no change in blade
adjustment angle, rectangular gust shape	 'his This load case serves only for
calculating tile blade load, frequency 10 load change. The rotor is hit
over the entire surface area simultaneously. Protection against fatigue.
Fatigue- strength for load change numbers N ^  103.
Load case 4: positive extreme gusts at +15% over speed
1OU nominal output at switch-off wind speed of 24 m/soc. In a (just,
the wind speed increases to 40 M/SOC. T11C1 OXneCted frecjuency is at. 50
load changes. Tile rotor is sitnul	 ,otan(-,usly hit over the entire surface
area. Protection factor' for fatigue.
a) ASS"LlIllptions for calculating the rotor blade'
Tile blade adjustment an^jle remains till Chang 00 -
The shapes cf the gust is reetangular with a duration of 0.5 see
of tho maximum value.
b) Assi umptions for calculating dynamic processoat
The blade adjustment angle is altered with the quantities
determined by control, such as alternating speed dependent
oil output and delay in response time.
The maximum speed gradient of the forward flank 
2 
of the gust
amounts to 8 m/sec 4 , that on the rear 1.5 m/sea . The shape
of the gust is approximately a trapezoid with a duration of
0.5 see of the maximum speed value.
Load case 5: positive extreme gust at -15% minimum speed
All other definitions as in load case 4.
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Load case 6: negative extreme gust
100% nominal output at +15% overspeed. and 120%
v = 30 m/sec. iii a gust, the wind speed drops to 2,
blade adjustment angle, rectangular shape of gust.
only for calculating the blade stress; frequency 50
rotor is simultaneously hit over the entire surface
against fatigue.
,.witch-off speed
/3, no alteration in
This load case serves
load chonges. Tile
area. Protection
Load case 7: emergency switch-of• 	 Zig
100% nominal output at -15% overBpeed and switch-off wind speed
of v = 30 m/ sec. The blade adjustment angle is brought to the standstill
flag position with the maximum permissible adjustment speed. Frequency
500 load change s, protection against fatigue.
R.xtreme gust cases
Load case 8: standstill
The Cent" VY	 gust.) of 60 m/zec hit - the rotor blade in flag posi-
tion over the entire length.
Load case 9: slowly rotating plant
The eentury	 gusW of 60 m/sec hit: the rotor blade in flag position
for 40 m/sec over the entire length. The rotor rotates slowly with the
speed defined for the waiting position. Protection against fracture.
boad --a so 10: maintenance case
A rotor blade is fixed at the tower. The flow passes acrossed it
at a wind speed of 45.6 m/sec, dofined by DIN (German Industrial Standards)
for high-rise buildings. Protection against fracture.
Note: In comparison to the specification SS--W 705 081-001, the
load cases were renumbered and the load case 10 was added. There is
agreement in the subject matter.
Rotor Loads
Based on the defined load cases, the stationary rotor stresses due
to wind and mass forces were determined with the aid of a digital computer
program. For the computation of the course of load, a computer program
was applied, first developed by the DFVLR for helicopter rotors and later
modified for wind rotors, permitting the representation of a variety of
rotor configurations and operational states through a larger selection of
input parameters.
Figure 12 shows the coordinate systems and definitions of forces on
which the calculations are based. For the rotor blade structure design,
the blade connection forces, the tangential clamping moment and the radial
d i stribution of forces of the air and of the moment of torsion in the
rotating blade system are determined,, also taking into consideration the
inertial forces originating from the swinging motion. The non-rotating
rotor midpoint system servos for representing the overlappintj rotor
stresnen t
 which must be assumed by the subsequent plant components, such
as rotor shaft, transmission, generator and tower structure. 	 L27z
Several results (if load case calculations for a rotor of the project
GROWIAN are shown in the Figure.,-, 13 to 14.
In Figure 13, the course of important force components i6 compared
to the rotor angle of rotation, clearly showing the influence of a gust
(corresponding to the definition of load care 2).
With the evaluation of the load poak ,.4 during the gusts in the form
of the blade bending moments in the impact and pivot direction for two
different load cases (Figure 13), the ba s ic data. 	 dimensioning the
rotor blade structure are obtained. Comparative load case calculations
with variation in geometric and kinematic parameters serve for optimizing
the rotor design.
In Figure 14, the influence of the angle of flare on the load
average values and amplitudes is shown.
The blade angle return control contributes to the reduction of rotor
impact motion and therefore 1,.)ad variations of several components, as
can be seen in Figure 14.
Structure Computation
Studies on structural mechanics were carried out in virtually Ltill
supporting components of the plants. They provide information on shaping,
stresses and inherent vibrations of the structural parts.
The building regulations employed in this case are of decisive sig-
nificance for the structural safety of the structural elements. In these
regulations the permissible stress values for the material and the connec-
tion elements (ahove all for welding seams) are determined, independent
of the type of stress occurring. in this case it must first be deter-
mined whether there are not yet any special. agreements for wind power
plants. This would provide considerable room for judgment on the part
of the construction engineer, concerning which available DIN standards
or other building regulations, e.g. from aeronautics, are employed for
orientation purposes.
Since a portion of the plant components is a normal high-r1se build-
ing (Lower) and ordinary machinery construction (machinery housing, hub),
the final report essentiallytreats only non-conventional 3truc rtues.
These are component parts 
of 
Lhe rotor blades, which have not been
realized in these dimens3.ons up to now.
The calculation of the blade shaping, stress distribution and
inherent vibrations are the basis for the study of the system dynamics
and the strength and construction design of the blade. The rotor blade
represents a structure with a substantially greater length than the
cross--sectional dimension. It can therefore be treated as a rod under	 Z3_8
stress due to external and inertial forces. In the area of the connec-
tions, however, this idealization is insufficient. in this case
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calculations were carried out according to tho method of finite elements.
The work on clarifying the structural mechanics of the steel struc-
tural parts of the rotor blade employed the versions of rotor blades with
a 12/15 m. long and alternatively with 30/32 m long Steel Shaft, Tile
methods employed are based on idealizing the supporting structure as a
bear, with multiple-celled hollow cros cs-!iections. In this case various
shapes of shaft casing and differing designs of the crosspieces as
skeleton structure, entire wall and wall with holes were studied, A
simplification was introduced for the inner blade portion with respect to
distribution of mass insofar as an over, distribution of mass was assumed.
Only slight errors in the inherent frequency of torsion vibrations result
due to the simplification.
Two variants with differing course of wall thickness were defined
for the steel shaft blade up to 30/32 m. The first variation provides
no individual direct-access flange, while variation 2 has two individual
flanges.
Three load cases were taken into consideration at first for deter-
mining the stresses and shaping for the dimensions:
Normal operation
Positive threshold load (wind speed 12 m/soc - 24 m/s-ec)
Positive extreme gusts
The blade is dividod into short sections roi , the stress computation,
assuming cross-sectional size as constant. Tile profile cross-section
is divided into flanges and walls.
survey of the results
The results are available in a variety of computer print-outs and
graphs. Figure 15 representatively shows the distribution of the
longitudinal flow of force and the flow of thrust in a shaft cross-section.
The evaluation of calculations produced the result that the inner
blade area (6 to 15 in) is not problematical. Compared to the calculated
configuration, however, the thrust midpoint must be repositioned due to
a heavy crosspiece design, 	 that the transverse force torsion is
negligible. In the area of 15 to 30 m, corresponding cross-sectional.
reinforcements must b(;.1
 undertaken in order to achieve the required
protection.
In Figure 16 a table shows the calculated inherent frequencies of
the rotor blade in tile steel compound structural manner. The vibration
forms of impact bending, pivot bending and torsion always occur in pairs.
The dominating shaping type is indicated in the column "form".
The illustrated calculations were carried out in parallel for the M9
two variants with differing compound material portion.
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Vibration Behavior
The dynamic behavior of a wind energy plant as total system can be
deduced with the aid of suitable coupling procedures from the behavior
of the partial systems, such as rotor, machinery housing and power. The
question of rotor model had to be treated and the interaction of the low-
frequency tower vibrations with the swinging motion of the rotor had to
be examined. Moreover, the interaction of the effective power and speed
regulation with the mechanical degrees of freedom for the entire system
was clarified under the assumptions made.
The projected wind energy plant GROWIAN has no model based on type
and especially on absolute size. The uncertainty therefore remaining
in the statements based on the model employed for assessing the entire
dynamics must be accepted at present.
Studies of the rotor components show that impact has the lowest
frequency of the three elastic degrees of the blade, i.e. impact, pivot
and torsion. in addition to ensuring the flutter stability, above all
the question has been approached within the framework of the entire
dynamics, to what degree an elastic model of the impact motion is required.
The individual considerations on elastic blade impacts show that the
basic impact bending is dampened to an extreme degree by the forces of
the air. It therefore follows that virtually no dynamic excesses are
created in stochastic wind excitatim,os that assumptions raid 	 based
on a quasi-static blade shaping. In suppressing the elastic impact
motion, the fo ,.ces transmitted from the rotor to the machinery housing
are accurately reproduced to a great extent as is the radial distribution
of force over the wing,
The analysis of the effect of individual disruptions (monthly
gush at operating speed, yearly 	 gusT with rotor in a transverse posi-
tion) shows that with increasing rising wind the dynamic coefficients of
increase also increase, especially at the wing tips. This result is
understandable, since a maximum dynamic increase is expected for an
impulse-shaped load of one-half the duration of periods of the blade
impact motion.
Of the various types of stress, the case of the blade passing through Mo
the tower shadow most closely approximates this condition, with the
largest dynamic increases occurring. A study of the entire dynamics of
GROWIAN with fixed rotor blades is therefore the worst for acquiring data
on this case; the planned evaluation of observations must take this into
special consideration.
Preparing a comprehensive calculation model for the entire system of
GROWIAN with all the parameters essential for dynamic behavior is an
exceptionally extensive task. Therefore a simplified whirl-flutter
calculation model was first employed for the study of stability. It has
a fixed rotor with impact motion defined by the position of the blade
tip plane in space. The movements of the tower are characterized by two
bending motions perpendicular to one another and a torsion. The applica-
tion of rotor coordinates rotating with the system is paramount to a study
with parameters averaged in time of the periodical system of a two-blade
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rotor with unsymmetrical support. The study of stability is therefore
especially ea!^,y to survey, but in not complete with respect to parameter-
generated vibrations. In this case both the first two basic bending
a	
o
nd the torsion as well as the two following top bendings and for 	 are
taken into consideration. Tile blade angle return control was varied as
parameter. No case of instability resulted for the design or GROWIAN.
Generally, the tower movement was dampened by the rotating rotor, more
greatly witty
	blade angle return control. Simultaneously,
however, dampening of rotor motion was reduced.
Tile possibility of parameter-generated vibrationsof the entire
system under the influence of gravity was studied with a further calcu-
lation model. No case of instability of this type resulted due to the
very high pivot and bending frequency.
A refined computation model was definel, for more pre Oise stability
studies and problems of the dynamic response of the entire system. The
complete compilation of motion equations is achieved by symbolic pro-
graming. The inherent vibration forms of tile tower and the rotor blade
s0rvV as degrees of freedom in this model. The gondola azimuth, rotor
position and collective adjustment angle of tile blades are considered
as randomly dependent on time for a wido applicability of this model.
The various construction possibilities in the pendulum hub design are
taken into consideration to the greatest extent. As a model fitted to
the present GROWIAN draft, the equations are reduced to an elastic tower,
Ingmodally	 eall  reptueented with five inher nt vibrations and a fixed swing I
pair
   
of blades with impact angle return control due to the high blade
inherent frequencion. in this case, the forces in the air are dependent
oil the system motion and on time. The study of stabi-lity is carried out
with the aid of the Floquet theory for linear differential equation
systems with periodic coefficients,
Results were gained, comprising the dynamic stability in the
operating ,range and a study of parameters for the degree of pendulum
freedom. Within the framework of validity limits of the present computer
model, it can be concluded that the behavior of the entire system in
GROWIAN is stable. In this model a fixed rotor and constant rotor speed
are aSSUMOd.
Coupling the effective output and speed regulations with essentially
mechanical degrees of freedom produces a simulated model for conducting
transient studies. Stochastic variations in wind and load drops are
among the examined load cases. The simplified selected data provide no
suggestions leading to induced vibrations and instabilities through the
interaction of control and dynamics. The expected vibrations of the
tower model do occur in the case of load decrease~ but they disappear
again.
On the basis of the present studios it can be stated that from the
viewpoint of dynamics no danger is produced, putting the entire system of
GROWIAN fundamentally in question.
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Control
In the preparation of the control and regulation concept, the
assumption was made that GROWIAN functions completely automatically,
monitored only from a system dispatching center. The system dispatch-
ing center receives only.collected disturbance report, position indi-
cations of the middle voltage switch and data on output and voltage of
the machinery. Output and voltage can be influenced by the system dis-
patching- center, but beyond this function t
 only emergency switch-off is
possible from the dispatching center.
The appropriate equipment is present in the control room of the
machinery housing for commencing mechanical operations in order to
carry out testing and maintenance, without accessibility, however, to
the control of the power portion of the plant. In tf,i, control room of
the zwitchbouse at the base of the tower, all monitoring systems con-
verge, so that the plant can be operated manually or automatically from
this point.
In normal operations, actual control is carried out by the atitomatic
system. This operates the plant in conjunction with commands of the
system dispatching center when wind is sufficient, maintains nominal
operation, switches to waiting position or stops Lne equipment. The
transition from one operating state to the others is also carried out
automatically upon demand, as i3 disruption of opeLation in case of
danger.
Regulation of output and speed
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in the regulation of output and speed of the plant, two differing
operating modes are differentiated according to the available wind speed:
Partial load range
At a no,!iiinal wind speed of less than 12 m/sec, the
output of the generator is regulated by altering the
rotor current in such a manner that the nominal speed
is maintained.
Pull load range
At wind speeds greater than the nominal wind speed of
12 m/sec, the regulating system triggers the rotor blade
adjustment and maintains constant speed at nominal out-
put of the generator by causing the rotor to accept
wind energy only to the required extent by blade angle
regulation.
In the partial load range, the generator output is less than the
nominal output of 3 MW. in order to utilize the complete available wind
capacity, the generator moment Ja regulated by a constantly maintained,
optimal position of the rotor blades in such a manner that the speed
remains exactly equal to the prescribed speed. This operational mode
is employed at wind speeds between 5.5 and 12 m/sec.
4.	
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The generator output is greater than 3 MW at speeds greater than
12 m/sec, in practical operations this transition point, at which
exactly the nominal output is generated, may shift slightly. The higher
output is itot accepted by the generator, it operates at the constant full
load of 3 MW. The excess wind capacity can by-pass the windmill so to
speak due to regulated adjustment of the rotor blades.
Azimuth regulation
Regulation of the azimuth must fulfill the task of guiding the
rotating machinery hinery housing with the direction of tha wind. The wind
direction is transmitted by the wind measurement equipment in the form
of an average value over a defined period of time to the regulating sys-
tem and thi compares the value with the actual angle of the machinery
housing. The guiding unit guides the machinery housing to the direction
of the wind when a defined deviation is exceeded.
Automatic system
All above-mentioned elements for control and regulation of the wind
power plant are combined in the so-called automatic system. This is
divided into the subautoma.tic systems of the individual operating groups
and in superordinated control automatic system of the entire machinery
set. Supplementing the automatic system, elements for monitoring the
plant and ensuring optimal operation also become active.
The totality of the organs for operations is designated as	 /33
"operational logic".
5.	 Design of the Plant
Tower
The GROWIAN tower Must fulfill, above all, two tasks:
It supports the machinery housing and the rotor and conducts the
operating forces away.
It provides access to the head section.
Moreover, the tower construction, together with the rotor and the
machinery housing, must ensure optimal operation of the plant. This
requires, above all, special rigidity and vibration characteristics.
The final solution is characterized by several parameters:
-	 hub height
-	 material
-	 inherent frequency
-	 support system
-	 cost
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The inherent frequency requirements prove to be the most important
and most difficult points of the study. The absolute value of the
inherent frequency, the inherent shapes and the correlated cutting
forces exert substantial influence on the selection of tower. Therefore
extensive calculations had to be carried out.
In principle, all normal systems in tower construction were taken
into consideration. on the basis of financial, constructive, aesthetic
and other reasons, however, many were already reje=cted in the early
stages. For the final selection the following types remained,
-	 free-standing towers
-	 towers with single stays
-	 towers with double stays
towers with triple Legs	 (Figure 17)
In the selection process, the group of the"simple over critical
operated towers" had decisive advantages, especially of a financial type.
The designation "simple over critical" signifies that the first bending
inherent frequency of the tower must be driven through upon running of-
the plant with increasing rotor speed. Well-founded calculations,
however, proved the definite controllability of this passage resonance,
to that it provides no danger for the entire plant.
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The process of finding an optimal solution therefore produced a
100 m high, cylindrical tower with single guidelines as the best solution.
The shaft is manufactured either of steel or reinforced concrete. The
stays can be decoupled during plant maintenance and lowered with the
machinery housing.
Variant of the Tower in Reinforced Concrete
The prepared tower construction is presented in the following and
the most important structural characteristics are explained briefly.
See also Figure 18.
Tower foundation
T
For a normal building site, a circular
thickness decreasing toward the edge is pro-
amounts to 13 m. The chosen cement quality
teristics to compensate for the detrimental
The middle section of the foundation is not
from the generally customary design.
plate foundation with a
vided. The outside diameter
is B 35 with special charac-
effect of the ground watt::.
on a hollow support, deviating
Tower shaft
The shaft is cylindrical with a circular cross-section of 3.5 m
outer diameter and 0.25 m wall thickness. B 35 was chosen as cement
quality, since it has special characteristics to deal with weak forces
of the air. In the upper tower section above the guideline connection,
the shaft is vertically prestressed. The tower is to be constructed in
climbing form technology or sliding form technology in two stages.
In the connection to the head, a special elastic torsion support will
be installed.
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Installations in the tower shaft
The interior is utilized completely. Access to a light steel stair-
case, a climbing elevator and several cable shafts is provided by a door
at the tower base. In the interior of the shaft there are also the
adjustment weights, aiding in the rough or fine adjustment of the tower
inherent ftequencies. Furthermore, idler and guide pulleys are installed
for the lifting cables of the machinery housing.
Foundations for the guidelines
The ground water conditions will probably require a foundation
anchored deep in the ground. One clamp each is fixed on the foundations,
on which the guide cables are connected and prestressed.
Double guide cables
	 /35
These connect the upper tower portion with the guide foundations.
The cross-section is large and provided with special protection against
corrosion. The connection to the shaft is carried out by means of a
steel ring, which can be lowered together with the head portion for
maintenance. The prestress forces of the cables are relatively high;
they are never completely free of a load, even one-sided with extreme
bending load.
Variant of the Tower in Steel
Tower foundation
Deviating from the solution with reinforced concrete, the foundation
has a hollow support in the middle section. The outside diameter is
increased to 14 m. The tower shaft is connected by short tension elements
and foundation.
Tower shaft
The cylindrical shaft of 3.5 m outside diameter is constructed of
9 m long tubular sections, already provided with the fixed installations
to a great extent at the plant.
In the lower tower element with a wall thickness of 25 mm, the
entry door is +3.1 m above the upper edge of terrace, reached via an
outside staircase.
In addition to the ease element of the tower, the stay area at the
top of the tower have a wall thickness of 25 mm; the standard thickness
of the tower walls amounts to 18 mm in the other areas.
The headring of the tower forms the upper connection of the tower.
It is connected with the azimuth support ring via support bars and is
designed in such a manner that the assembly lifting equipment for the
machinery housing can be attached at this point. The assembly lifting
equipment is identical for the two tower variants.
7
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Wit,in this area, the tower is protected by a "staircase", preventing
the occutrence of a chimney effect.
Installations and, guide cables with foundations correspond to those
of the reinforced concrete tower. The dim:.-nsions of the guidelines,
however, are about half as large for the steel tower because of the
reduced prestressing.	 I .
Comparison of the two tower variants
Both tower variants ensure the function to the same degree and have
correction possibilities for fine adjustment of the vibration behavior.
The reinforced concrete tower is less expensive, above all, for individual
constructions, for which there is no rationalization effect possible in
steel construction. For the prototype of the plant, however, greater
adjustments in vibration behavior, as well as the calculated costs for
disassembly, may have to be considered. The steel tower has the greater Z26
room for adjustment, specifically with respect to possibly required,
additional installations.
Adjustment to conditions of location
The individual construction site characteristics have a determining
effect on the foundation. In certain cases, they may also have an
unfavorable effect on the cable inherent frequencies, thereby requiring
multiple subsequent corrections. The possibility for correction is
provided.
Very weak ground can also have an influence on the dyn,@.m*c design.
An adjustment of the concept then becomes necessary.
Machinery Housing
The machinery housing has the task of transmitting the reaction
forces from the rotor to the tower head and of adjusting the position of
the rotor to the individual wind direction via the rotating support.
Furthermore, it accommodates the machine equipment of the plant,
such as transmission, generator, central control system and further
auxiliary aggregates (Figure 19).
The preliminary draft breaks up the support construction into a
skeleton structure with the external shape provided by a light covering.
In the course of the development it proved to be advantageous to convert
to a supporting, rigid horizontal tubular casing, accommodating all
loads from weight and operating loads (Figure 20). With this manner of
construction, an optimal amount of space is achieved for the machinery
housing size with good rigidity, dispensing with a covering. The
tubular casing (diameter 6 m) carries the forces in the tower via a
vertical center tubular section (diameter 5.1 m) and the following support
construction.
The machinery housing collar is adapted to the diameter of the
vertical cylinder beneath the support ring. Its task consists in
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transmitting the machinery housing bearing forces to the tower during
assembly. The collar accommodates the lower 3 cable pulley packages of
the assembly lifting equipment and the guide pulleys. The machinery
housinq is support symmetrically during assembly by the cable pulley
packages.
The entire hub complex, including rotor and transmission, is con-
nected to the projecting rigid hub support tubular section of the
machinery housing area by the casing of the external support ring. This
tubular section is supported on the circular ring Oise of the horizontal
support cylinder and is hold at the end on the vertical cylinder.
The support structure of the rear section is designed for the
assembly suspended on the cross-arm - cowponsating ballast.
Tho cross-arm is shaped as a tapered tubular section with a track
set into the lower side for the moveable wind measurement instruments.
The wind measurement equipment is fixed on a mounting, moveable on the
entire approx. 20 m, long cross-arm.
In addition, a maintenance gondola can be suspended in the guide
tracks for inspecting the entire cross-arm from the outside and for
correcting defects in the wind measurement equipment while in position.
Zf7
The required assembly hatches, the ballast chambers for the vibration
compensation ballast and the insulated control chamber are in the rear
section. Ono or the most important demands for the insulation of the
control chamber is a completely vapor-tight and inflammable design.
For the separate generator installation and removal, a cable pulley
is installed over the lower assembly hatch. This hatch is closed by a
mechanically closeable d0uhle-winq flop. The flaps are locked in the
closed position.
in the middle section of the machinery housing, a telescope derrick
is installed on a special platform for purposes of inspection and main-
tenance. The platform also servos as supporting disc, since the form
construction of the machinery housing is interrupted at this point by
the derrick hatch. Due to lack of space, the telescope derrick cannot
be completely accommodated in the machinery housing; in the upper section,
it is integrated in the machinery housing with an aluminum covering.
There is an opening of 6.5 m length anu 4.8 m width above the derrick
in the covering. The hatch is closed by moans of a "skylight-sliding
roof". The sliding roof consists in four parts, supported at the front
in the guide tracks.
For a precise mounting of the generate: in the final state, a carrier
sliding railway is installed. On these support, situated on an inclined
plane, the generator slides into the final position without the necessity
A subsequent position correction. The supports of the sliding railway
can be shifted in a lateral direction in the area of the lower assembly
hatch in the roar section and can be dismantled in the tower area.
The support of the generator is carried out at four points on springs
for vibration insulation. The air cooler is positioned on the generator
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with inlet and outlet openings in the aluminum covering outside of the
supporting construction.
The main walkway is a platform at a height of +100.0 m, extending
from the air-conditioned control room to the hub area. The entire
walkway of the machinery housing (platform, ladder, terrace)is generally
designed of aluminum in order to reduce the machinery housing weight
and to facilitate removal of parts which can be disassembled. The
parts which can be dismounted are situated in the tower and generator
installation and dismantling area.
At the front of the hub support tubular section, the rotor support
is mounted. This fulfills the task of assuming all dynamic and static
loads of the rotor.
The azimuth support represents a connection bt ween the stationary
tower and the rotating machinery housing, designed as single-bearing
construction and transmitting all occurring forces from the machinery
houseto the tower. The bearing is in tended for the first installation
as undivided bearing. The outer ring of the bearing carries a gearing,
in which the pinion of the transmission and the interlocking contacts of
of the wind direction guide mesh.
Producing the machinery housing at the plant is carried out in the
largest possible pieces, according to the transport possibilities to the
construction site. The final assembly at the construction site is
carried out with few assembly welded seams. If transport on a ship from
the plant to the construction location is possible, the low-cost and
precise construction can be undertaken to a great extent at the factory.
Machinery R, *^^uJ m9n t
Under the heading machinery equipment, the structural parts of the
plant are examined, serving the mechanical output transm i ssion between
rotor and generator. Furthermore, auxiliary equipment is explained (see
also Figure 18).
Transmission
The relatively low rotor speed of large dimensioned wind turbines
requires a high-ratio transmission to provide a useable initial speed for
normal generators. In the present case a ratio of 1:81 is necessary in
order to reach 1,500 rotip tions per minute of the generator rotor from the
rotor speed of 18.5 min7 l .
A solution initially studied with a spur gearing had to be rejected
due to the high weight in favor of planetary gearing. An adjustment to
alterations in rotor speed is possible by means of a subsequent spur
gearing stage.
Brakes
In the original concept, disc brakes at the transmission exit were
planned to hold the rotor at a standstill. For this purpose, a relatively
smallsingle disc brake was sufficient. Progress in preparing the wind
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power project then made it appear appropriate to lot the rotor brake
participate actively in the course of operations, especially to apply
them in emergency actions in the case of threatening ovorspeed.
Thu resulting problem was characterized less by a required braking
moment than by the limited beat capacity of the brake disc. Therefore
a multiple disc brake is planned with sufficient capacity for braking
the rotor.
Cordon shaft
	
ZA
In the further course of the flow of force there is a cordan shaft,
producing the connection to the generator shaft. This compensates for
any errors in alignment between the transmission exit and venerator.
A gear-shift clutch between transmission and generator was not
planned, since there appeared to be no necessity for this.
wind direction guide
Wind turbines with a horizontal rotor axis require a system guiding
them with the alterinq wind direction, in contrast to vertical axis
machines.
Leeward rotors have the tendency to stabilize automatically in the
wind, similar to a wind vote; however, a controlled wind direction guidance
system is necessary for a large-scale plant.
A special drive is planned for stable operation of GROWIANr meshing
with two pinions in a spur wheel mounted to the tower. Two motors of
redundant function are available.
The double equipment was selected, because turning the rotor from
the wind by pivoting the machinery housing up to 90 0 with respect to
wind direction is a component part of the safety concept.
In the case of a power outage, the machinery housing is automatically
positioned into the wind in a braked rotation.
Further auxiliary equipment
A number of auxiliary devices is necessary for operating the plant.
This includes lubricating oil supply, heating, cooling aggregates and the
central control room in the machinery housing, technical measurement
supervision of the machines and maintenance equipment. The final report
does not expand on this customary equipment of technical plants, since
these are not specific to wind power plants.
BROO t oar
Hub
The structural shape of the hub was defined to a great extent by the
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task of the project. According to this, the cradle hub tested only in
smaller plants was to be employed. The purpose of the cradle hub is to
compensate for unequal wind forces at the rotor blades within the rotor
and therefore reduce the load on the entire plant.
Furthermore, the hub concept was determined by the rotor and blade
support, the mechanism of the blade angle adjustment, the emergency
stopping equipment and aspects of assembly and maintenance. In the
design dimensions of the hub, the requirements for rigidity of the
entire construction had to be included in the approach in addition to
the stress on strength.
The construction resulting at the conclusion of the project repre- ZAO
vents a parallelopiped-shaped frame in a simplification with one rotor
blade each connected at the narrow sides. The pendulum axis is arranged
at the center of gravity of this shape, around which the frame including
blades can swing in the direction of blade rotation. The transition to
the rotor bearing is produced by the so-called traverse. The T-shape
construction accommodates the pendulum axis in the cross beam of tbo
T, while the perpendicular beam represents the rotor axis and is con-
structed as a tubular section, See Figure 21 for the representation of
concepts.
Rotor bearings
Preliminary studies extended to the construction of bearings, size
and arrangement in the center of gravity of the rotor, as well as
operational safety and life span, given the installation conditions and
loads. It was assumed that the bearings can be dimensioned for the entire
life span of the wind power plant.
The selection process produced a pair of tapered-roller bearings,
prestressed without play hydraulically in the operations. The diameter
amounts to approx. 1.8 m.
Rotor blade bearings
For regulating the rotor output, the blades are adjusted around a
longitudinal axis, so that the adjustment angle is altered with the
relative wind direction and therefore the profile uplift. The selection
of rotor blade bearings presented construction and calculation with
special tasks. The demand, on the one hand to accommodate considerable
forces and moments from the blades, and on the other hand to ensure the
least possible bearing friction and long life span, led to various
solution proposals in the course of processing.
At first, a hinge-type bearing was examined, but this led to a very
wide hub in the area of the axis and to an unfavorable flow of force at
the root of the blade. The finally selected solution employes a pivot
per blade, accommodated in a bearing seat of the pendulum frame. On the
basis of the large forces exerted on the rotor blade, the bearing diameter
of 3.6 m had to be selected.
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Blade adjustment direction
The blades are turned on a longitudinal axis to run up and stop the
plant and to regulate the rotor output, thereby altering the relative,
angle of the air.
From the broad range of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic drive
possibilities and their combinations, a solution with electrical drive
and mechanical power transmission was selected. An electromotor posi-
tioned centrally on the hub is applied via distribution gears, cardan
shaft and planetary roller spindles to an adjustment lover. The turning
motion to be carried out extend over an angle range of approx. 900
(Figure 2*12).
The rotor blades are mechanically coupled with respect to angle
sipotion by the linkage or, the adjustment equipment. Coupling permits
compensation of unequal wind forces at the two rotor blades by opposite
blade adjustmort during swinging of the rotor.
Emergency switch-off equipment
The rotor should not achieve any impermissible high speed, endangering
the existence of the, plant or threatening surroundings, even in the case
of plant control failure.
There are two paths in principle to limit speed, either the rotor
blades are prevented from accep ting uncontrolled wind energ y or theJ
excess energy is removed by a brake. The available space and economic
aspects led to the soloction of the first path. The first path represents
the more elegant and feasible solution. A brake cannot* be applied to the
rotor for longer periods of time.
The constructive solution of emerjency switch-off equipment provides
a lover action operated on centrifugal force, o-Seshing in the blade
angle adjustment in the case of ovorspeed and causing the rotor blades
to turn automatically out of the wind with the action of the wind forces.
This safety system is independent of any auxiliary energy and therefore
fulfills the requirement for the greatest possible availability.
Rotor blas3o
Already in the initial stage of the project, a fiber compound rotor
blade was taken as a basis for GROWIAN.This was founded in the positive
experience, on the whole, collected with the fiber compound materials
in the area of primary structures and on the basis of expert opinion on
the construction feasibility of large compound rotor blades. It was to
be expected therefore that a sufficiently considered draft could be
prepared within the period of the order.
Initiating construction and calcUlations, however, demonstrated that
the 100 m rotor of fiber compound material projects into technologically
unexplored territory to an extreme degree. The load on the rotor blades
requires wall thicknesses, not yet controllable. The points conducting
the force from the fiber compound structure into the steel construction
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also represent sensitive problem points. Studies have produced results
that at least an external portion of the blade can be manufactured with
present knowledge of technology, but the further development must con-
tain intensive research work on producing laminates and material strength.
In addition to an extensive and statistically better founded static
study of all planned matarials at the expected operating temperatures,
above all, dynamic tests with materials and parts will contribute to
further clarification of the problems of a full-fiber compound rotor
blade. A program in technology over several years for fiber compound
rotor blades therefore appears practical and necessary.
With progressing preparation time in the project, the original full-
fiber compound blade was first provided with a 12 m long steel section
at the base of the blade due to the previously mentioned difficulties
	
/L2
Subsequently, the middle section up to 30/32 m in the rotor blade divided
into three lengths was designed as a steel shaft in the support structure.
Finally, the remaining uncertainty in a rotor blade outer part in fiber
reinforced structure also suggested drawing out the steel shaft virtually
up to the blade tip and employing the fiber reinforced material for the
external shaping of the rotor blade.
Work on the reinforced rotor blade
The rotor blade is positioned on the central steel portion with a
rotor radius of 12 m and extends up to a radius of 50.2 m. For reasons
of production and operation, it is divided into two halves, designated
as middle sect i on and external blade.
The known construction concepts of wing and rotor blade structures
were examined as to applicability, also with respect to manufacturing
the part in the near future.
From the variety of possibilities
Two shafts, stringer-reinforced covering
Several shafts, stringer-reinforced covering
Several shafts with cross beams
Several shafts with cross beams and sandwich covering in the
rear profile section
a structure for with two shaft casings was selected. In the external
blade, the double-shaft construction is terminated in a shell.
The separation points of the blade including the force conduction
areas was a special problem point. The known force conduction by means
of loops, adhesives, riviting had to be disregarded. The large wall
thickness and blade depth, necessary in the present case although never
before produced, required the resolution of the force conduction points
by means of cascade connections at the shaft beams. The tolerance
requirements led to a solution with tongue-fork connection.
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The materials from which the reinforcement materials could be
selected were
GFK (glass fiber synthetics)
CFK (carbon fiber synthetics)
BFK (boron fiber synthetics)
SFK (aramide fiber synthetics)
The first computations with GFK produced excessive wall thickness
(90 mm) at inherent frequencies which were too low. 13VX Was rejected
from the beginning due to the costs and production problems. S  can
only be applied to a limited degree due to the low pressure strongth
and also due to processing problems.
The level of experience with CFK provided the possibility of apply-
ing this material in the shaft beams and in the force conduction fincip_ r s
Sufficient rigidity and strength, in addition to the high material costs L4
for carbon fiber led to the application of GFK in the torsion shell and
cross beams.
The negative shell method of construction is employed as a basis
for the production of the rotor blades, applying the manual laminating
technique. Costn, storage capability, processing andexactness of
hardening the building materials are in conflict with a rational produc-
tion of large-scale rotor blades employing prepregv)-
Autoclaves of this magnitude are not yet available for this purpose;
a further division of the structure into smaller structural parts is not
practical. The completed work clearly underlined the necessity for
further development in order to apply fiber-reinforced materials in the
construction of large-scale rotor blades.
Tile production and testing of a GROWIAN test shaft can be considered
a first step in this direction, although employing conservative technology.
Rotor blade in reinforced steel construction
Alternatively to the rotor blade developed as a carbon fiber rein-
forced structure, -a version with one steel shaft extending up to the
radius of 30 m was studied and designed as supporting structure.
This rotor blade version consists in a steel casing shaft up to the
area adjacent to the hub (Figure 23) around which an aerodynamic covering
manufactured from glass fiber synthetics is placed. The external blade
area is carried out in CFK structural form method as in the case of the
reinforced rotor blade.
The rotor blade is divided into three sections for reasons of
transport and handling. The sepirat'lon points are situated at the blade.
radii R = 15 m and R = 30 m.
The steel shaft casing has a flat six-sided cross-section and is
welded. it is arranged in the individual rotor blade profile between 5%
and 40% of the depth. This arrangement had the effect that the center
of gravity of the shaft is situated in front of the t/4 line of the
profile. The shape of the hexagon was selected in order to utilize the
largest thickness of the profile in the individual cross-section.
In the blade root area, the hexagonal cross-section is converted to
a truncated cone at values less than R - 7.5 m, ending with the bearing
flange of the blade bearing. At the extreme end R -30 m, the steel
shaft is formed. as a transverse force connection for the reinforcing
structure. This is a tongue-fork connection, already proven in glider
construction. This fulfills the task of converting the impact and
pivotal bending moments into corresponding transverse forces. Figure 24
shows the function chart of the connection.
The aerodynamic profile fulfills the task of conducting the forces
of the air into the shaft. This was divided into three main groups:
blade nose, covering of the shaft beams, and profile end casing. For
the range between R = 15 m and R = 30 m, the construction is presented
in Figure 25. It is planned to manufacture the profile nose and profile
end strip as form parts in the negative forms. The covering of the shaft ZA4
beams is laminated manually, employing hard foam as support material
between beam and laminate. The profile end casing consists in ribs in a
sandwich construction, the GFK planks and the profile end strips. The
assembly is carried out in stages: first the ribs are fastened at
predetermined intervals on the steel shaft and bonded to the end strip.
Subsequently t the planking plates are placed on the ribs, screwed down
and bonded.
Waves and seams are ground filled with polyester daub and ground
again in order to achieve the prescribed surface quality.
The external blade area is constructed as a CFK structure, as in
the case of fiber reinforced rotor blades. This is a form structure
with no ribs or additional stringers. For dimensioning the rotor blade
in the steel shaft version, the computer programPROFI, developed by
the DVVLR j
 Braunshweig for the fiber-reinforced rotor blade, was employed.
The evaluation of the calculated stresses produced the result that in
various areas the permissible stresses were exceeded. The resulting
alterations in wall thickness are listed in the strength report for the
steel shaft version.
Steel shaft rotor blade
Static and dynamic load tests
of the reinforced rotor blade have
meats in the production method and
material must still be achieved in
a long life span of these structur
development must be carried out in
carried out with CFK structural parts
demonstrated that a number of improve-
in reproducing the quality of the
order to fulfill the requirements for
al parts. This necessary further
a technology program.
Since an appropriate qualification of the CFK reinforced structure
in the external blade area cannot be expected before the planned construc-
tion of the GROWIAN prototype, a prototype with a steel shaft extending
up to the blade tip is proposed (Figure 26) .
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This rotor blade version liar, an untwisted, simple symmetrical,
hexagonal steel case shaft as supportinq structure. The steel case
obaft is welded analconverts to a truncated cone from the blade radius
R = 15 m up to the connection at the hub. In the direction of blade
depth, this is situated between 8% and 30% of the individual profile
section.
The aerodynamic profile is manufactured from GFK reinforced material,
as already deocribed ► and fixed at the shaft. The entire aerodynamic
covering is produced in negative forms for the blade exterior area between
R = 30 m and R = 50 m, caused by the required accuracy of profile contour
and the surface quality.
For reasons of handling and transport, the rotor blade is divided
into 3 sections, j oined after vroduction at the location.
Electrical Rxiul y)ment M5
Boundary system conditions
The designs for the electrical equipment of a large wind power
plant pursue the aim of constructing a typical GROVIAN in the German
North Sea coastal area connected to a medium-high-voltage system in the
country.
The most important boundary conditions and requirements for system
operations were defined as follows:
Output of the GROWIAN will be fad into a10 or a 20 kV system. In
a 10 kV system, a short circuit power 
of 
approx. 100 MVA can be
assumed, in a 20 kV system a short circuit power of approx. 150 MVA.
The generator of the GROWIAN should be capable of supplying the
idling power required by the consumers for effective power.
The generator must be designed in such a way that a voltage band of
i5% of the system nominal voltage can be supplied at full effective
and idling power.
The varying capacity supply of the wind is to be smoothed to as
great a degree as possible. Excess peaks due to gusts must not be
permitted to "tip" the generator, i.e.a synchronous generator or a
machine behaving like a synchronous generator may not achieve a state
in which it can no longer be maintained in a synchronous function by
the system.
Synchronization is to be carried out in such a manner that practically
no or only very slight effective and/or idling power peaks occur.
Rough synchronization is not permissible. A possible voltage drop
in synchronization should be less than 1.5%.
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Selection and dimensions of the generator unit
An electrical machine with 3 MW nominal output and a nominal speed
of 1 1 500 r.p.m. wao employed as a Kazis 4,or a typical GROWIAN. Solutions
with conatant and variable speed and with synchronous andasynchronous
machines were studied for this machine. Costs, degree 
of 
offectivity,
idling power requiremonts, dynamic behavior at the system, behavior in
wind gusts, oynchronizntion, reliability and ease of maintenance were
employed as selection criteria in the preliminary study.
On the baois of these selection criteria, thr%^o variants, remained
from the preliminary selection for the final selection.
uynchronous machine with frequency converter in statorcircuit,
asynchronous machine with frequency converter in rotorcircuit,
synchronous machine with a fixed connection to the system.
Due to the considerable and not precisely predictable moment excesses
in the application of a fixed speed synchronous machine and the effects
on design (high overload capacity) and operations (possible tipping of
the generator), the demand was made for a certain am-aunt of speed
Ivar .
^L
a l- I lity, -,,o that the fixed synchronous generator was no longer con-	 L^6
kj 'Lside r ed .
Of the two remaining variants, the asynchronous machine with fre-
quency converter in rotor circuit was finally given the advantage. This
is optimal with respect to the idling power requirements, easy to service
with the very oimple machine in the machinery housing with difficult access,
and also favorable in price. The operation of the frequency convertor
remains within normal limits. A special advantage of the selected con-
nection is the independent regulation possibility of effective and idling
power. The frequency in the rotor circuit controlled by the frequency
converter, virtually alterable without inertia, provides, the machine with
elasticity in wind gusts without producing special stress on the mechanical
regulation of the wind turbine. Instead, the relatively complicated
electrical equipment of a frequency converter in the rotor circuit of the
asynchronous machine must be accepted (illustration in Figure 27).
By switching the rotor circuit from the frequency converter to a
resistor, the machine remains in the system as an asynchronous ;tiachine in
the case of large short-term wind speed increases and an accompanying
speed increase to more than 115% of the nominal speed and can be rosyn-
ohronized after a drop in speed.
For the dimensions of the generator unit, the following main data
were employed:
nominal output
	
3 MW on the 6.3 kv busbar
nominal voltage in the stator circuit	 6.3 k 
nominal frequency	 50 PIZ
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nominal speed	 1,500 min
speed range	 ±15%
Enclosed cooling system with secondary cooling circuit by
means of external air.
The selection of a machine with secondary cooling circuit was
carried out because of the danger of salt deposits due to the cooling in
ocean air, as must certainly be considered in the North Sea coastal area.
The design produced a machinery effectivity of 95.71 for full load.
For the generator unit as a whole, i.e. with frequency converter and
frequency converter transformer, the nominal effectivity is 94%. The
weight of the generator amounts to approx. 12 t.
Components of the main circuit and auxiliary service
For transmission of the electrical output via the swivel joints,
cable rotary equipment or sliprings were considered in principle.
Because of the lack of space and the larger freedom in wind direction
guidance of the machinery housing, the slipring transmission was given
the advantage. For the power cable from the stator and rotor circuit
and for the three-phase current auxiliary service, a ventilated cable
channel is planned in the tower.
Since GROWIAN was developed as a standardized typical plant, but 	 Z17
the medium-high-voltage systems in the country in Germany have various
voltages, a basic transformer feed between the individual available
medium-high-voltage and tha voltage of 6.3 kV advantageous for the machine
was planned.
In the switch house at the base of the tower are the 20 or 10 kV,
the 6.3 kV and the 380 V auxiliary service switching equipment, the
frequency converter and the field resistance as well as various service
boards, while the three transformers (main transformer, generator
transformer, au.­-','11-'iry transformer) are in the open,
For reason . ,` -;tar. ;^ardization, it was assumed t* !: the auxiliary
requirements of z:, GROWIAN is taken from the 6.3 kV bust)ar. Wherever the
location of the plant permits, a low voltage feed should be provided,
independent of the medium-high-voltage line on which GROWIAN is connected.
Since this often cannot be realized, and emergency current aggregates and
a battery-fed invertor are planned for the emergency current supply.
6.	 Construction and Assembly
The construction and assembly of the wind energy plant is carried out
with extensively prefabricated structural parts with the exception of
earth and cement work.
The transport to the building site, wherever possible on a waterway,
causes no difficulty in the steel tower parts or sections of the machiner,,i7
housing, or in the partial pieces of the rotor blades and the hub.
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The core idea of the GROWIAN assemblyconcept is the moveability of
the machinery housing along the tower with the tower shaft penetrating
the machinery housing. The lifting motion is generated by a lifting
tackle arrangement at the top of the tower and in the machinery housing
Collar.
The advantage of this procedure is in the simple assembly possibility
of the entire machinery housing including the rotor on the ground and
in dispensing with an expensive lai:ge mobile crane, required for the
construction height and the masses tobe moved. Moreover, the tower
head cannot be raised completely with available hoist equipment. The
alternative
 ive possibility of assembly for approx. 25 t heavy individual
parts	 a height of 100 m presents unforeseeable technical problems,
resulting among other things from the alternating wind loads. The
chosen solution will probably be especially useful in the first years
of operation, since it may be expected that extraordinary inspections
and work in testing operations will occur, requiring that the tower
head be lowered. The assembly possibility, however, makes it necessary
to adjust the machinery housing structure to the required free space for
the tower passage. Figure 28 shows the course of assembly.
Construction of the tower
The concept of assembly provides construction of the steel tower
planned for the initial plant of 9 m long sections including insula-
tions with the aid of a mobile crane or a climbing crane with simul-
taneous step-by-step welding. The connection to the tower foundation
is produced.by
 short tensile anchors. The tower NT ' Iding fulfillS, the
demands placed on high-rise buildings in every stage -T construction.
This even applies when the tower guidelines are missing.
The cement tower is constructed with sliding forms. The interior
is finished as construction proceeds. The operations building is con-
structed at the same pace as the tower construction.
No binding statements can be made oil the foundation of the tower
building before precise knowledge is available on the ground condition.
Assembly of the machinery housing
guideline ring and the form
over the tower shaft. The
well as to the hub tubular
By supporting the machinery
lie collar and azimuth support
At a tower height of 10 to 15 m, the
parts of the machinery housing are placed
connections of middle and rear portion as
support are carried out with welded seams
housing oil an assembly subconstruction, t
ring with bearings can be mounted.
Finishing the interior with walkways and support construction for
transmission, generator, hydraulic crane and further equipment is
subsequently carried out.
Rotor assembly
The rotor assembly begins at the machinery housing still positioned
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on the ground by inserting the rotor shaft into the corresponding bear-
ings and mounting the pendulum frame. The rotor blades are constructed
in a horizontal position and inserted into the support points in the
pendulum frame. The three sections, in which a blade is invited, had
already boon provided with sections of glass fiber-roinforced synthetic
materials at the factory, excluding only one work area at the point of
connection. The shaft connection is carried out by screws and welding.
The profiles of the connection points is correspondingly supplemented.
The completely mounted rotor is first balanced on the ground and is
required at the tower.
Raising the tower head
After completion of the tower and machinery housing with the rotor,
raising the tower head is carried out with the tower shaft penetrating
tho machinery housing.
The lifting motion is generated by six winches sot around the entire
tower with hoisting cables passinq at the tower base over f-ixedpulloys
into the interior of the tower. The lifting equipment, consisting in
three pairs of lifting tackle arranged at the circumference of the tower
with fixed pulley  at the top, of the tower, raises the tower head.
Since the center of gravity of the' 	 head is outside of the
tower axis in the direction of the rotor, a pulling force must be exerted
-it the spur of the machinery housing during the lifting process and
until the tower guidelines are in place, shifting the center of gravity
to the tower axis. The pulling force i s reduced by a mass (approx.
20 t), held on a cable above the (iround.
During the lifting procedure, the wind speed may not exceed 10 m/sec.
The guideline ring with cables is also raised since it is fixed at
the machinery housing collar. After anchoring the ring, the cables are
prestressed at the stay foundations.
7.
With the progressive development of machines, in addition to hard-
ware 
the 
software has gained in si c-jnificance. Therefore the application
of a complicated technical device, in this case represented by the
projoutod wind energy plant, requires well-adjusted procedures in opera-
tion. Those procedures are designated as operations; they determine in
what manner and. with what aim GROWIAN is to be operated.
The operations set down at the present time are based partially on
hypothetical assumpt--ions, which can only be tested and, wherever necessary,
corrected in test operation of the wind turbine.
Operational procedures
In operating GROWIAN, function sequences are controlled by the
operations logic. systems carry out the individual functions, monitor
the manner in which they are carried out and report the operating
L4.ft
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parameters to the operations logic.
The operations logic determines from the entirety of the operating
parameters and from the environmental conditions present at the time
-	 the plant condition
-	 the operating phase at the time (e.g. running up)
-	 the function to be controlled (e.g, guiding into wind direction)
-	 the appropriate required and limit values (e.g. required speed)
When limit values are exceeded, or as the consequence of a direct
order, e.g. oil the control position, the operations logic switches to
the appropriate now plant condition with corresponding required and
limit values to be maintained by control of the appropriate functions.
operating ranges-
According to the prevailing wind speed, three operating ranges are
differentiated:
- partial load range I	 at wind speed of 5.5-9.3 m/sec
- partial load range 2	 at wind speed of 9.3-12 m/sec
- full load canqo	 at wind speed of 12-24 m/sec
In the partial load ranges, the output of the turbines is less than
3 MW, in the full load range the nominal output of 3 MW is constantly
generated. The wind speeds are based on a 10 minute average, measured
at the heitilit of the hub.
Operating cycle
A normal operating cycle comprises running of the plant, operations
with output into the system and the regulated stoppage with subsequent
standstill (P-igure 29) .
The designated wind speeds have the following significance:
V S1 : Start speed (6.3 m/sec) from standstill, or waiting position. Tile
arrow pointing above signifies running up. When the lower speed
limit of 0.85 x n is reached, the generator can provide output.
The speed is maintained in the variation range by the regulating
system.
V N	 Nominal wind speed 12 m/sec. At values below this, the plant pro-duces a nominal output less than 3 MW. Above 12 m/sec the full
output of a constant 3 MW is available at nominal speed.
VH1: Halting wind speed. Wind at 24 m/sec limits the working range of
tile plant. In the case of prevailing wind above 24 m/sec, the
plant is stopped or driven in waiting position.
V112 : At any wind speed between V III and V 113 the plant may be stopped(e.g. no current required).
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VH3.- Wind speeds less than 5.5 m/see are not sufficient to ir-Antain
GROWIAN at idling speed in the opa , atinq speed range. The waiting
position is maintained at lower speed.
x:114 :
 When the wind velocity is reduced below VM (4 in/see) the speed
of waiting position cannot: bo maintained. 	 The rotor is stopped.
VS2 : After stepping due to excessive wind speed (VIII ) , the plant can be
run up again at a wind speed greater than V Sl and smaller thanVS` ,
 
maximum 22 m/soc.
Exceeding the maximum operating wind speed for a short, period does
not lead to immediate stopping, since the plant should be operating up
to on average speed of 24 m/sec.
Normal operations
Dependent upon the circumstances of the environment, the course of,
normal operations is controlled in "operation phases", specifically:
-	 running Lip
-	 load operation
-	 stoppinq
-	 waiting position
-	 standstill
GROWIAN is switched on from the. control position by tho user or from
the control position of the plant. Switch on from the control position
of the plant requires the release by the user ("command of the LISCI r") .
With the switch-on signal, all consumers 
of 
auxr iliary service receive
fundamental switch release.
By moans of the operations logic, the systems belonging to the
initiation of operations are switched on and the available measured
values and signals are called for and processed.
Running up
In the process of running up, the rotor i	 ds accelerated without loan",
from standstill up to noininalspeod.
GROWIAN can be run Lip, when it applies that:
-	 demand of user is present
-	 high-voltage system is ready to receive
-	 wind speed between 6.3 and 22 m/sec in a ton minute average
value and momentary value greater than 6.3 m/sec
-	 all systems ready for operation
-	 rotor on the lee side
Fulfilling these running up conditions is automatically chocked in a
check out procedure by the operations logio. The measured values for
the wind speed and. wind direction at the time are supplied by the measur-
ing station at the windward spur of the machinery housing.
Z^-1
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Running up process is initiated by adjusting the blade adjustment
angle to the defined running up position.
The rotor brake is
forces in the air. The
rotor brake. Under the
the centrifugal mass of
speed. The blade adjus
is adjusted.
closed and holds the running up momentum of the
running procedure begins with releasing the
effect of the momentum of the force in the air,
the rotor is accelerated, the rotor gain in
tment angle in the direction of operating position
The adjustment speed is regulated during the running up procedure
in sut, h a manner that even at running up wind speed a rotor speed
gradiont is present, sufficient for passing the critical tower inherent
frequency.
When nine-tenths of the nominal speed is achieved, the generator
is connected and synchronized with zero output. The generator is loaded
and supplies output into the system.
Load operations
According to wind speed, the plant is in the partial load ranges
or in the full load range.
The wind direction guidance is active in load operations and
constantly ready for application. it guides the rotor with the wind,
when the wind direction deviation, added in time, reaches a threshold
value. In the meantime, the tower head is solidly braked.
The transition between the individual operating ranges is carried
out continuously. Differing operational methods of output regulation
is presented in the section of this report on that subject.
Stopping
Stopping is carried out in normal operations when
the user calls for this (e.g. inspection, etc.),
the wind is not sufficient for maintaining the waiting
position
/52 1
Withithe command "stopping", the operations logic provides the rotor
with constantly sinking speed required values down to the zero value. .
The blade adjustment angle is altered in such a way that a constant
reduction in speed occurs. Through the controlled application of the
rotor brake, standstill is achieved with blades steering 150 from the
vertical. The blade adjustment angle is maintained in standstill-flag
position.
waiting position
An operating state is designated as "waiting position" in which
the rotor circulates at a speed below the normal operating range and
external to the resonance range and provides no output. The speed is
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set at 9 r.p.m. t25%. Speed regulation is carried out solely by adjust-
ing the rotor blades. The waiting position applies at wind speeds below
6.3 (5.5) and above 24 m/sec. All systems are ready for operation or
in operation and are controlled by the operations logic.
The waiting position offers the following advantages compared to the
stationary rotor:
the load is less than stochastic loads at standstill,
rapid achievement of the load operation with output production,
controlled guidance of the plant.
Since GROWIAN produces no output in the waiting position, operation
in the waiting position is then especially practical, when assuming
load operation within the foreseeable future is expected or a standstill
would lead to a possible danger for the plant (high wind speed, storm
fronts).
Standstill
In standstill, GROWIAN is maintained ready for running up until
the command for switch-off or running up is received. 	 Z.5.3
The supply system functions normally at a standstill. The rotor
is solidly braked with blades in a f l ag posi tion 150 to the vertical
position of the blades. The logic behind this position is, on the one
hand, to prevent snow masses on the rotor blades and, on the other hand,
to keep the machinery housing and the hub out of the range of pieces of
I ce possible falling from the upper blade.
The wind direction guidance is carried out solely by the forces in
the air exerted on the rotor and is protected by the overspeed safety
device operated on centrifugal force in the tower head rotary drive.
When the plant is not ready for operation, it is in the operating
position "switch-off".
Maintenance
In addition to the customary maintenance for technical devices,
GROWIAN will require special inspection and maintenance, especially at
the rotor blades. These serve for checking the blade surface in two
aspects. First, the aerodynamic surface quality is of interest, also
included in the output. The roughness can be greatly increased due to
atmospheric pollution and dead insects; to what degree rain provides a
cleansing effect must still be clarified. In addition, it is necessary
to examine the blade surface for cracks, impacts or hail grains, etc.
or the long-term strength of the GFK surface.
The accessibility to the rotor blade is made possible by 2 construc-
tion characteristics of the plant. The rotor can beinclined towards the
lower end at vertical position of the blades to such an extent that the
lower rotor blade can be stopped in direct proximity to the tower shaft.
si
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Furthermore, the tower is surrounded by a maintenance platform, moveable
along the length of the tower, extending to the blade for inspection with
the aid of suitable extension platforms. Work gondola at two hydraulic
extensions expand the working range still further (Figure 30). The
available maintenance equipment can also serve for repairs and renovation
of the surface protection in power and blades.
Maintenance and repairs in the machinery housing and in the area of
the hub may also be combined with the transport of loads (adjustment
spindles, motors, etc.). These tasks are carried out by a hydraulic crane
installed in the machinery housing.
Work can only be carried out in the hub area wi h stationary rotors.
The access is possible through openings in the steel construction.
8.	 Safety Conce2ts
The advance of wind energy utilization into the area of plant output
of several Mw and the lack of applicable safety regulations for such
plants require a safety concept which must satisfy two opposing demands.
On the one hand, maximum safety is to be aimed for, on the other hand,
the feasibility of the plant should not be placed in question from the
beginning by excessive dimensions and overloading with redundant systems.
Since in a prototype plant, however, somewhat greater expenditure
for safety precautions is justified to compensate for the deficit in
experience, this problem sphere was paid special attention. Several of
the measures appearing necessary at the moment may become dispensable
in a later development stage of wind energy utilization.
Dangers for operating safety or even the existence of the wind
energy plant may stem from external and internal circumstances. Among
the external sources of danger are:
weather conditions (wind, lightening, ice coating, etc.)
foreign influence (aircraft impact, vandalism, earthquake, etc.)
Internal danger sources are found in:
malfunctions of aggregates
resonance phenomena in structural parts
uncontrolled kinetics in plan 't components.
As a consequence of irregularities, an overload with material failure
may occur, perhaps leading to function failure or to partial or total
destruction of the plant.
With the exception of the case of foreign influence due to aircraft
crash, earthquake and similar cases, however, the risks listed can be
controlled by appropriate design and construction and suitable selection
of safety equipment.
At another point in the final report, the load cases for GROWIAN are
described. The definition is of decisive significance for the safety of
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the plant, since the wind loads naturally place the greatest stress on
the structural parts. It must be ensured that the maximum load occurring
once within the life span will be assumed without violent fracture, even
if this case does not occur until the end of the computed life span when
a collection of partial damage from previous stresses has already occurred.
A further point is the correct application of the load change numbers
for the operating loads below the maximum load in order to exclude fatigue
fractures.
A continuous control with respect to material fatigue phenomena,
especially at the rotor blades, is considered necessary at least in test
operation of the wind turbine.
Sufficient grounding serves as protection against lightening. In	 L55
case of icing of the rotor blades, the plant is or remains stopped.
The malfunction of aggregates cannot practically be excluded. The
consequence of damage, however, is prevented by redundant systems, suit-
able automatic control and/or locking systems. These and similar pro-
cedures are prosent knowledge in technology.
Vibration phenomena must be considered especially critical in large
wind energy plants. This applies both to the acro-elastic behavior of
the rotor blades and the occurring vibration interference between rotor
and power. According to calculations on the total dynamics, taking into
consideration complicated interweaving of individual processes, the
inherent frequencies are placed at a sufficient distance from the source
of excitation as a procaut-ionary measure. in addition, the possibility
is not excluded to introduce corrections of a vibration technical nature
by the subsequent installation of masses in the tower and machinery
housing, by alteration of the spring constant at the tower head connec-
tion of the prestress force at the tower guidelines.
Consideration of cases of disruption is incomplete when it does not
include the occurrence of uncontrolled processes in the plant. For
GROWIAN, the event of great consequence may be seen in the uncontrolled
power intake of the rotor. This case may occur when the blade adjustment
equipment fails. Since only short-term overloads are accepted by the
generator, the excess power would then convert to speed increase. The
maximum speed is set at 1.3 times the nominal speed, limited at 1.5 times
the value for short-term overswinging.
Independent of the regulation and control equipment, a special safety
system therefore acts in the case of excess speed, designated as emer-
gency switch-off or blade angle release. This has the effect that the
blade adjustment angle is reduced solely under the influence of the
aerodynamic forces in the direction of a state with no load, the so-called
flag position. Therefore, not only is a further assurr L tion of power
prevented, but the rotor is also braked to a rotary motion with no danger.
A mechanical rotor brake, acting at the main transmission exit,
provides an additional contribution for securing the speed.
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9.	 Influence on the Environment
Wind energy plants have a neutral function with respect to the
environment. There are no material emissions. The motion of the rotor
blades through the air generates noises, comparable to those of gliders.
At a distance of two to three rotor diameters, noise is no longer per-
ceived according to experience up to now with smaller wind turbines.
Any effect on the flight of birds has not yet become known.
The energy drawn from the wind causes a reduction in wind velocity.
With respect to the immense air space, however, this effect does not
signify any interference in nature or weather. Since wind power plants
are conotructed in areas especially exposed to wind, a certain wind
protection function (similar to trees and hedges) can oven be attribuf_ u
to them.
Even under the assimption of parts falling from the plant, property
and personal damage may be excluded, since the aerodynamic requirements
on the flow of air in front of the wind turbines exclude a location in
settled areas. Whenever necessary, sufficient safety zones are defined.
The optical effect of large windmills in the landscape remains.
The slim shape of the tower dependent on financial and technical reasons
is unnoticeable in comparison to large steel lattice towers and triple
log constructions. The machinery housing at the top of the tower has
a shape similar to an aircraft fuselage. It will be possible to present
wind energy plants both in a form suitable to the technical function and
satisfactory in the relationship to the surroundings by suitable color
design.
0
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Figure 1:	 Comparison of size
Figure 2:
	
Project organization and sequence
Figure 3:	 Diagram on profitability considerations
Figure 4:	 Lift and drag coefficient
Figure 5:	 Rotor blade with profile sections
Figure 6:	 Envelope of characteristic curves for rotor power. in GROWIAN
(medium rough profile)
Figure 7:	 Connection between rotor performance, speed and wind speed
I
f	 for GROWIAN (medium rough profile)
Figure 8:	 Altitude profile of the annual average wind speed for List
on Sylt
Figure 9:	 Wind speed distribution for List (Sylt)
Figure 10: Annual energy supply as a function of the rotor speed for
GROWIAN with wind data from List (Sylt)
Figure 11: Performance duration curve
Figure 12: Coordinate systems
Figure 13: Forces and moments at the blade
Figure 14: Average load values and amplitudes
Figure 15: Longitudinal force and thrust flow in a shaft cross-section
Figure 16: Inherent frequencies of the steel rotor blade (variant B)
with CFK blade tip
Figure 17: Tower selection
Figure 18: Tower
Figure 19: Machinery housing
Figure 20: Structure of machinery housing
Figure 21: Cradle hub
Figure 22: Blade adjustment device
Figure 23: Rotor blade with steel shaft and blade tip of reinforced
material
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Figure 24: Distribution of forces in the tongue fork connection of the
rotor blade
Figure 25: Aerodynamic profile
,Figure 26: Steel shaft rotor blade
Figure 27: Chart of generator and system feed
Figure 28: Power and machinery housing assembly
Figure 29: Operating cycle
Figure 30: Rotor maintenance and inspection
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Gro8e Windenergieanlage
GFIOWIAN 3MW
71L.ey: a, large wind energy plant
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Key for Figure 3 continued:
o. Special investment costsp. Wind capacity portion of standard deviation
q. Dctermination of invested construction costa for
wind energy power plants.
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Figure 15: Longitudinal Forces and Thxilst Flow, 
in 
a
0
Shaft Cross-Section
Koy: a. icales
b. Beam force
o. Pressure
d. Tension
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Figure 16: Inherent Frequencies of Steol Rotor Blade.
(Variant B) with OFK Blade Tip
Key: a. inherent frequency
b. impact bending
c. pivot bending
d. torsion form
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Figure 22: Blade Adjustment Equipment n. Lever
Key:	 a. Rotor blade o. Swivel spindle
b. Blade axis of rotation p. Rotor blade
c. Ixotion upon release bearing
d. Release mechanism
e. ;shifting gear shaft
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Key for Figure 28:
a. 1.a) Assembly of first and second sections with derrick.
b) Welding of contact seams.
2.a) Positioning stay ring, lifting equipment and machinery
housing torso with derrick.
3.0) Positioning the third section with derrick.
b) Screwing the assembly connection.
4.a) Positioning the further sections with derrick and
connecting with screws.
b) Positioning the lifting equipment with derrick.
c) Welding all assembly seams.
d) Removing the scaffolding with mobile platform.
5.a) Adding cross-arm, rotor and wrings to the machinery
housing.
G,a) Moving the lifting cables into lifting position.
b) Mounting of assembly ballast.
c) Lifting machinery housing andstay ring with stay
cables to the stay height (82.825 m).
d) Mounting of stay ring and final staying operation.
e) Lifting the Machinery Housing to the final position
and stopping.
b. Derrick
c. Straddle beam
d. Hatay equipment
e. Machinery housing
f. Lifting equipment
g. Scaffolding
h. i, obile platform
i. Cross-arm
j. Rotor
k. Lifting equipment
1. Stay cables
m. 7oundation for stay cables
n. Assembly ballast
0. Winch
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Internal final reports:
N.A.X.
Final Report on Steel Tower
Dynamic Behavior of the Entire GROWIAN Plant
Final. Report on Mack,,+' nery Housing
DFVLR
Calculations of Structural Mechanics for the GROWIAN
Rotor Blades, Survey on the Results of the CFIt-GFK Compound Wing
Internal Report; IB 152-?9/03
DFVLR
Calculations of Structural Mechanics for the Rotor Blades with
Steel Mid-section for GROWIAN
- Configuration and Survey of the Results
Internal Report IB 152-799704.
DFVLR
Fiber-reinforced Rotor Blade
Internal Report IB 41.54-79/1
LFVLR
Hub Distance from the Ground
Mind Loads I and II
University in Kassel
Regulating Systems for a Lange Wind Energy Plant
University in Braunschweig
Digital Reproduction of a Double-Feed Three-Phase Machine
with altering Speed, Operated at a Fixed-Frequency System
Siemens
Electrical Equipment for GROWIAN
Consulectra
Interconnected Operations of Wind energy convertors
Considerations of Profitability for the Application of Large
Wind Energy Plants
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Reseavoh Institute for Wind Energy Technology 	 2920
Aerodynamic Design of the Rotor Blades for a Large Wind
Energy Converter
Leonhardt & Andrd
GROWIAN Towers - Intermediate Report
GROWIAN Towers - Final Report
GROWIAN Towers - Abbreviated Version of Final Report
GROWIAN Towers - Dynamic Design of a Medium Stiff Wind
Energy Tower
Accompanying Documents
	 1211
Leonhardt & Andrft
GROWIAIT Steel Tower
Static Calculations
March 1978
Leonhardt & Andr&
GROWIAN ' Reinforced Concrete Tower
Static Calculations
August 19713
1,1. A. N.
Calculations for Determining the Inherent Frequencies of
the Tower Construction with Stays in GROWIAN
AVjW 705 081 BGS-008
.UPVLR
Jalculation of the Envelop of Characteristic Curvea for
Wind Rotor Performance WR 100 CFK-FXs with reduced Profile
Data
August 1978
SU--W 705 081/300
DFVLR
Aerodynamic Blade Design
June 1978
DFVLR
Rotor and Blade Loads for GROVIIAIT
WR 100 CFK-FX
Part 1 - Calculated Loads for Constant Speed of Return
Control
June 1978
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D1. A. 11.
Studies of the Rotor Speed Behavior in the Case of
Operational Disruptions in GROU'lAIT
AV W 705 081-BPA 3/001
DPVLH
Problems in Calculation of Structural 14echanics in Rotor
Blades for large Wind Power Plants
IB 152-78/08
DFVLR
03,aln
	1.. . oulation of the GROG LAN Rotor Blades
J-u-ne 1978
M., A^ N.
GROWIATY Steel Shaft - Calculation of Strength
AV W '705 081-1^)08-,009
AV W 707 081-2GS-010
L.A.N.
Remarks on i=roof of Stren^ath in GROWIAN
AV W 701 01i -EGS
-004
lv,. A. N.
Screw Joraiections for the GROWIAN Blade Bearincs
AV W 705 081 -B"G5- ( -1►07
Prof. Nather
GROWIAIT Pre-dimensioning of Cradle Hub
DFUR
Inherent Frequency and Flutter Behavior 
with 
the Root
Torsion Stiffness as Parameter
DFUR
Studies on Lightening Protection and Design, of Li&itening
Protection for the Growian Rotor Blade
June 1978
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